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a r t I C l e S An organism's ability to learn and establish memory is essential for its behavioral adaptation to environmental changes. On a cellular level, learning and memory is mediated by structural and functional changes of cells in the nervous system. These changes, also termed plasticity, change a neuron's response to an external stimulus 1 . At the molecular level, these structural changes are dependent on intracellular signaling networks that regulate the synthesis of proteins and the activity of genes 1 .
In addition to transcriptional and translational changes, a large body of evidence suggests that chromatin modifications are an important part of learning and memory processes [2] [3] [4] [5] . In brief, genetic and pharmacological evidence indicates that changes in the activity of chromatin modifying enzymes influence cognitive abilities in animals and humans 5 . Furthermore, correlational evidence links bulk changes in histone post-translational modifications (HPTMs), predominantly histone acetylation, to the formation of short-(cellular consolidation) and long-term (systems consolidation) memory [5] [6] [7] . Dynamic and stable changes of HPTM and 5-methylcytosine DNA methylation (DNAme) have been reported for the learning-relevant genes Reelin, Calcineurin and Bdnf during cellular consolidation, systems consolidation and memory maintenance 3, 8, 9 .
Consistent with the 'histone code' theory 10 , this evidence suggests that chromatin modifications, specifically histone acetylation and DNAme, might be a molecular correlate of long-term memory (mnemonic substrate) by modulating the stimulus-dependent activation of learning-relevant genes in memory-forming cellular networks 3, 11, 12 . In addition to a potential role as mnemonic substrate, chromatin modifications might be functionally important during cellular and systems consolidation. Although this theoretical framework highlights the potential dual role of chromatin modifications in learning and memory processes, the spatio-temporal extent of DNAme and HPTM changes and their functional implications remain unclear 5 . We set out to clarify the functional roles of chromatin modification changes in short-and long-term memory formation and maintenance.
RESULTS

Cell type-specific chromatin modification data
To identify DNAme and HPTM changes that are associated with shortand long-term memory consolidation and maintenance, we charted an unbiased, genome-wide profile of chromatin modifications, brain region and cell type specifically, over time ( Supplementary Fig. 1 and Online Methods). In brief, we chose contextual fear conditioning (CFC) as the learning procedure given its robustness and its wide application 13 . The areas that we investigated were the hippocampal CA1 region, a region that is crucial for the short-term memory formation during CFC 14 , and the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), a region important for associative memory acquisition and maintenance 15, 16 . To decipher the role of neuronal and non-neuronal cells, we optimized the BiTS-ChIP (batch isolation of tissue-specific chromatin and ChIP) protocol [17] [18] [19] to murine brain tissue, sorting for NeuN-positive neuronal a r t I C l e S and NeuN-negative non-neuronal cells (Fig. 1a) . In addition, we substantially reduced the amounts of starting material needed for high-quality ChIP-and MeDIP-seq (methylated DNA immunoprecipitation) experiments (Supplementary Table 1 , Supplementary  Fig. 2 and Online Methods). To allow for comparisons between chromatin modification and gene expression levels, we performed RNA-seq on unsorted samples (Supplementary Table 2 ).
Many chromatin modifications have been linked to learning and memory processes and we chose to examine a subset of these in our experiments. Of the seven modifications investigated, three were previously found to be differentially regulated during CFC (DNAme, H3K9ac and H3K4me3) [7] [8] [9] 20 . In addition to these learning-associated modifications, we examined four chromatin modifications that were not previously linked to learning and memory (H3K4me1, H3K79me3, H3K27ac and H3K27me3). All of these chromatin modifications have been studied extensively and are well correlated with gene and/or enhancer activity 17, 21, 22 . In brief, H3K4me3, H3K9ac, H3K79me3 and H3K27ac demarcate active genes, H3K27ac and H3K4me1 are found on active enhancers, and H3K27me3 and DNAme delineate repressed regions 17, 22 (Supplementary Table 1) .
In general, our data is of high technical quality, as assessed by replicate correlations, peak enrichment rates, and various other quality metrics and diagnostic plots ( Supplementary Fig. 3 and Supplementary  Table 3 ). Brain region specificity was confirmed by enrichment of CA1 and ACC-specific marker genes ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ). Cell type specificity was validated by immunocytochemistry (ICC) preand post-sorting ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ) and by qualitative profiling of neuronal and non-neuronal genes ( Fig. 1b and Supplementary  Fig. 5 ). For instance, the neuronal gene Camk2a showed high levels of H3K4me3, H3K9ac, H3K27ac, H3K79me3 and H3K4me1 in neurons, but these marks were almost completely absent in non-neuronal data ( Fig. 1b and Supplementary Fig. 5 ). Chromatin modifications that are linked to gene inactivity (DNAme and H3K27me3), on the other hand, showed high signal in non-neuronal cells and low signal in neurons ( Fig. 1b and Supplementary Fig. 5 ). To more globally assess the cell type specificity of our approach, we compiled a list of 518 genes, 259 of which are exclusively expressed in neurons and 259 in glia 23, 24 (Supplementary Table 4) , and evaluated how well our data reflect the cell type-specific expression of these genes. Aggregate gene plots of the average chromatin modification occupancy resulted in a clear separation of neuronal and glial gene expression ( Fig. 1c and Supplementary Fig. 6 ). Neuron-specific genes showed high signals of active marks (H3K27ac, H3K9ac, H3K79me3 and H3K4me3) in neuronal data, but low signals in non-neuronal data ( Fig. 1c and Supplementary Fig. 6 ). Furthermore, active marks correlated positively and inactive marks (DNAme, H3K27me3) correlated negatively with gene expression (Supplementary Fig. 7 and Supplementary Table 2 ). The observed negative correlation of gene body DNAme with gene expression is consistent with recent observations in dentate gyrus neurons 25, 26 , contrasting positive correlations between gene body DNAme and gene expression in other cell types 27 . Finally, individual chromatin modifications were used for the classification of known cell type-specific genes, with an average precision of 88% and a recall of 69% ( Supplementary  Fig. 8 and Online Methods).
Cell type-specific genes and regulatory modules Given the classification performance of the individual HPTMs, we next assessed whether the data are sensitive and specific enough to allow for the prediction of previously unknown region and cell type-specific genes and cis-regulatory modules (CRMs; in other words, enhancers and other functional genomic regions). A heuristic best-out-of-three classifier predicted 1,647 new neuron-specific genes with 94% precision and 37% recall and 803 new non-neuron-specific genes with 100% precision and 31% recall (Fig. 2a, Supplementary  Table 5 and Online Methods). The predicted genes showed cell typespecific chromatin modifications (Supplementary Fig. 9 ) and were enriched for neuron-specific gene ontology (GO) terms for neuronal Neuronal and non-neuronal gene expression was predicted using histone modifications and precision and recall were evaluated on a list of known cell type-specific genes.
(b) Genomic distribution of neuronal and non-neuronal predicted CRMs. 40% of all predicted enhancers were located in intronic regions, a known site of active enhancers. (c) Percentage of GFP-positive zebrafish embryos that showed neuronal CRM activity for 28 predicted neuronal CRMs randomly selected for this enhancer reporter assay (Online Methods). The negative control (c) and CRM CA1-14 (1) did not show any neuronal activity. Inset, representative image of a GFP-positive neuronal cell (n) and red control expression in muscle cells (s). sc, spinal cord; nc, notochord. Significance was estimated using a permutation-based test, ***P ≤ 0.0001.
genes and glial and developmental GO terms for non-neuronal genes ( Supplementary Fig. 10 ).
To predict neuronal and non-neuronal CRMs and their activity, we used a discriminative random forest classifier that was trained on a published set of positive and negative transcription factor (TF) binding sites and HPTMs (Online Methods) 28, 29 . The trained model predicted a total of 60,544 CRMs with an estimated accuracy of 87.9% (Fig. 2b, Supplementary Fig. 11 and Supplementary Table 6 ). 22,312 CA1 (29,714 ACC) CRMs were predicted in neurons and 17,435 CA1 (16,511 ACC) CRMs were predicted in non-neuronal cells (Supplementary Fig. 11 ). In general, CRMs for the same cell type in different brain regions were largely overlapping (~66%), whereas the overlap of CRMs between neurons and non-neurons was very low (~9%), corroborating previous findings that enhancer regions are highly cell type specific ( Supplementary Fig. 11 ) 30 . Motif enrichment analysis on neuronal CRMs predicted transcription factor binding sites for MEF2C 31 , NEUROD1 (ref. 32 ) and RFX family members 33 , all of which govern neuronal identity (Supplementary Fig. 12 ). Non-neuronal CRMs were enriched for SOX TF family binding sites, which have an integral role in the maintenance of neural stem cells, as well as in the specification and differentiation of astrocytes and oligodendrocytes (Supplementary Fig. 12 ) 34 . In an attempt to biologically validate our CRM predictions, we selected 30 predicted neuronal CRMs and tested their activity using a reporter assay in zebrafish ( Fig. 2c and Supplementary Table 7) . 28 of 30 CRMs were successfully cloned and 96% (27) showed neuronal activity in vivo ( Fig. 2c and Online Methods).
Overall, the data represent a region-and cell type-specific in vivo map of genomic functional elements in the murine brain. To assess DNAme and HPTM changes during memory acquisition and maintenance, we next compared dynamic changes following CFC in their functional genomic context (predicted genes and CRMs).
Learning-induced histone modifications changes
A relatively large body of evidence suggests that HPTM levels change primarily during cellular consolidation in the first few hours following learning 6, 7, 35 . Accordingly, we first assessed learning-induced HPTM changes 1 h after CFC. We compared hippocampal HPTM differences in naive mice (N) to mice that were exposed to a novel context (context only, C) and mice that were exposed to a novel context followed by an electric foot shock (context shock, CS). In all of the tested cases, the CFC protocol resulted in robust learning, as CS-exposed mice showed increased freezing behavior (Supplementary Fig. 13 ). Tissue was isolated 1 h after C or CS exposure ( Supplementary Fig. 1 and Online Methods). This setup allows for comparisons between naive and context only (N-C), naive and context shock (N-CS), and context and context shock (C-CS) data.
We first examined whether we could detect global HPTM changes by immunoblot (IB) analysis of five HPTMs (Supplementary Fig. 14) , three of which have been shown to increase during cellular consolidation after CFC 6, 7, 20 . To our surprise, no early changes in bulk HPTMs could be discerned by IB analysis of the CA1 and ACC regions in any of the analyzed conditions (N-C, N-CS or C-CS; Supplementary  Fig. 14) . These results were corroborated by IB analysis of cell typespecific chromatin of the hippocampal CA1 region ( Supplementary  Fig. 15 ). The reason for not detecting global HPTM changes following CFC using IB could be a result of the relatively mild, but robust, CFC protocol that we used (0.7-mA electric foot shock; Online Methods and Supplementary Fig. 13 ) or simply of a low sensitivity of the IB analyses 5 .
To substantially increase our sensitivity and specificity to detect global changes, we next examined ChIP-seq HPTM changes in gene, CRM and intergenic regions using aggregate plots. Average gene intensity profiles (aggregate gene plots) revealed global increases in the activity-related modifications H3K4me3 and H3K9ac and a global decrease in the inactivity-related modification H3K27me3 during cellular consolidation (CA1 1 h, N-C and N-CS; Fig. 3a,b and Supplementary Fig. 16 ). In contrast with global HPTM changes in genic regions, aggregate intergenic intensity profiles displayed global decreases in H3K4me3 and a global increase in H3K27me3 levels, compensating for the observed changes in active regions (genes and CRMs; Fig. 3a,b and Supplementary Fig. 16 ). Despite the usage of the term global, the activity-related increase in HPTM levels seemed to be restricted to genes that were active in the naive state, as aggregate plots of inactive genes displayed no activity-related H3K4me3 increases (Supplementary Fig. 17) . Notably, the observed changes were not limited to neuronal cells, as changes in non-neuronal cells could also be detected (Supplementary Fig. 18 ). Moreover, global HPTM changes were largely decoupled from the differential expression of genes, as increased HPTM levels could be detected on both up-and downregulated genes after CFC (Supplementary Fig. 17 ). To corroborate our in vivo results, we next analyzed global HPTM changes following KCl stimulation of primary neuronal cell culture (previously published data, see Online Methods) 28, 29 . In total agreement with the learning-related global HPTM changes, aggregate gene H3K4me3 levels were increased and H3K27me3 levels were decreased after KCl stimulation, whereas H3K4me1 levels remained unchanged (Fig. 3a,b, and Supplementary Figs. 19 and 20) . Again, global HPTM changes were largely decoupled from differential gene expression, as increased HPTM levels could be detected on up-and downregulated genes (Supplementary Fig. 20 ).
In contrast with global HPTM changes, we detected little ChIPseq region-specific changes for many of the analyzed HPTMs during cellular consolidation (CA1 1 h; Supplementary Table 8 , and The GO terms are summarized for clarity (see Supplementary Fig. 22d for the complete list).
Supplementary Figs. 21 and 22).
To detect small changes, we analyzed differential HPTM changes using high-quality uni-and multi-mapped reads or only uniquely mapped reads with a rather lenient significance threshold (adjusted P value = 0.1) and no foldchange threshold (Supplementary Table 8 ). Of note, the inclusion or removal of multimapped reads led to almost identical results and we therefore decided to keep high-quality multimapped reads in all subsequent analyses (Supplementary Table 8 ). Specific genomic regions were analyzed for modifications covering only promoters or genes (H3K4me3, H3K79me3 and H3K27me3), whereas genome-wide peaks were considered for modifications that occurred throughout the genome in active genes and CRMs (H3K27ac and H3K4me1). Only H3K79me3 (N-CS), a marker for actively transcribed gene bodies, showed 850 differences, 611 of which were neuronal, 133 non-neuronal and 106 of neuronal and non-neuronal origin (Fig. 3c, Supplementary Fig. 22a and Supplementary Table 8 ).
All other modifications had maximally 86 significant changes (H3K4me3, N-CS), a relatively low number considering the 915 differentially expressed genes (DEGs) during cellular consolidation (CA1 1 h) ( Supplementary Fig. 22a and Supplementary Table 2 ). To corroborate these findings, we analyzed HPTM changes by ChIP-qPCR comparing differential expression and chromatin modification levels in 15-min intervals for the learning-induced immediate-early genes Fos and Egr1 ( Supplementary Fig. 23 and Supplementary Table 9) , detecting no significant changes (P ≤ 0.05). Notably, apart from the observed H3K79me3 changes, these results are in stark contrast with the predictive differences in CRMs and genes that we obtained using the same data and analysis routines when comparing neuronal and non-neuronal cells ( Figs. 1 and 2) .
Recent evidence suggests that only a subset of the analyzed cells in the CA1 actually takes part in the formation of a network-correlate of memory, resulting in reduced sensitivity to detect region-specific HPTM changes [36] [37] [38] [39] . To further increase our sensitivity in detecting HPTM changes after neuronal stimulation, we analyzed published neuronal cell culture HPTM data for region-specific differences, a system that should lead to stimulation of almost every cell 28, 29 . In accordance with published results, we detected 1,106 H3K27ac changes (650 up-and 456 downregulated), many of which were located in intergenic regions ( Supplementary Fig. 22a and Supplementary Table 8 ). The observed H3K27ac regions overlapped with regions that were previously found to change, as exemplified by the detection of three Fos enhancer regions (Supplementary Fig. 21 ). To our surprise, however, we could only detect 64 H3K4me3, 337 H3K27me3 and no H3K4me1 changes (Supplementary Table 8 ).
Given that 915 genes changed expression in the CA1 during CFC in vivo (CA1 1 h, N-CS; Supplementary Table 2), it surprised us to find so few changes for some HPTMs in vivo and in vitro. On the other hand, these results seem to be in accordance with a previous study detecting only 140 H4K5ac changes during CFC 40 . It is interesting to note, however, that the observed H3K79me3 changes during cellular consolidation and H3K27ac changes during neuronal stimulation were highly enriched in DEGs (Fig. 3c, Supplementary Fig. 22a and Supplementary Table 10 ). Furthermore, genes that displayed H3K79me3 and gene expression changes during cellular consolidation (CA1 1 h) seemed to be involved in the reshaping of synapses, as suggested by the enrichment of the GO categories 'dendrite, 'synaptic membrane' and 'axon' (Fig. 3d, Supplementary Fig. 22b-d and Supplementary Data Set). 
r t I C l e S
These results provide evidence for global HPTM changes during memory formation in neuronal and non-neuronal cell populations. The increase of activity-related HPTMs and the concomitant decrease in inactivity-related HPTMs strengthen the theory that HPTMs might have a role in population priming, sensitizing neurons and non-neuronal cells for future activity. The relatively few region-specific learning-associated changes for most analyzed HPTMs might be a result of a lack of sensitivity, but could also indicate that HPTMs might not constitute a mnemonic substrate, as the timing (usually short lived 6, 7, 35 ), location (neurons and non-neuronal cells) and the specificity (global and few region specific) of changes seem to argue against it 5 .
Spatio-temporal correlation of DNAme and memory
To characterize the role of DNAme during cellular consolidation, systems consolidation and memory maintenance, we examined genome-wide changes in DNAme 1 h and 4 weeks after CFC in the hippocampal CA1 and the ACC using MeDIP-seq (Online Methods). In contrast with learning-related changes in HPTMs, we could not detect global DNAme changes during cellular consolidation (CA1 1 h) or memory maintenance (ACC 4 weeks) ( Supplementary  Fig. 24 ). We did, however, observe a potential global DNAme decrease during systems consolidation (ACC 1 h, N-C and N-CS) that is consistent with the idea of a global priming of cells for future activity ( Supplementary Fig. 24c,g,k) . This decrease might be present in both neurons and non-neuronal cells and seems to be independent of the CpG content of genes ( Supplementary Fig. 24g,k) . In addition to the potential global DNAme changes during systems consolidation, substantial changes in DNAme during memory consolidation and maintenance were present at specific inter-and intragenic regions ( Fig. 4a-c, Supplementary Table 11 and Supplementary Figs. 25-27 ).
These changes were further validated by MeDIP-qPCR experiments ( Supplementary Fig. 25 ). In neurons, differentially methylated regions (DMRs) were preferentially located in intergenic (64%) and intronic (30%) regions (Fig. 4c) , consistent with the distribution of DMRs in activity-induced dentate gyrus neurons 25 . In contrast, promoter regions constituted only 1% of DMR regions, stressing the importance of genome-wide studies as compared with restricted analyses of single-target gene promoters (Fig. 4c) . Furthermore, associative memory-induced DMRs (C-CS, CA1 1 h and ACC 4 weeks) significantly colocalized with H3K27ac-positive regions, indicating that 21-29% of the DMRs reside in functional cis-regulatory regions, many of which are intronic (Supplementary Fig. 26 ). These results suggest that a substantial proportion of DMRs might regulate TF binding in cis-regulatory regions, a hypothesis that is supported by the recently documented hypomethylation of binding regions for the neuronal activity-dependent TFs NPAS4 and SRF 25 . The distribution of non-neuronal DMRs is very similar to the neuronal one, being mainly restricted to intergenic (59%) and intronic (34%) regions (Supplementary Fig. 27a ).
Neuronal cellular consolidation (CA1, 1 h) was associated with substantial changes in DNAme ( Fig. 4d and Supplementary Table 11 ). In total, 1,148 genes were differentially methylated (DMGs, 4,758 DMRs) comparing N-C data and 1,206 DMGs (3,759 DMRs) comparing N-CS data. Notably, non-neuronal cell types are also differentially methylated during cellular consolidation (CA1, 1 h), with 671 DMGs (1,681 DMRs) comparing N-C data and 651 DMGs (1,619 DMRs) comparing N-CS data ( Supplementary Fig. 27b and Supplementary  Table 11 ). These changes were not permanent, as almost no DNAme a r t I C l e S changes could be detected in neuronal and non-neuronal cells during memory maintenance in the CA1 after 4 weeks.
Neuronal systems consolidation (ACC, 1 h) was associated by far with the largest changes in DNAme (Fig. 4e,f and Supplementary  Table 11 ). Thus, there were 6,527 DMGs (49,285 DMRs) comparing naive with context only data (N-C) and 6,250 DMGs (46,395 DMRs) comparing naive with context shock (N-CS) data in ACC neurons 1 h after learning. These changes were highly overlapping and we consistently detected no changes in associative memory formation (C-CS comparison; Fig. 5b and Supplementary Table 11 ). Involvement of cortical regions during early learning and systems consolidation phases has been observed during socially transmitted food preference in rats and CFC in mice 35, 41 . In contrast with the absence of long-term methylation changes in the hippocampal CA1 region, substantial differential methylation could be detected in cortical neurons during memory maintenance (ACC 4 weeks). Thus, 49 DMGs (109 DMRs) comparing N-C and 1,223 DMGs (5,018 DMRs) comparing N-CS data were identified (Fig. 4e) . Notably, the neuronal ACC 4 weeks (87%) and CA1 1 h (77%) DMGs overlapped significantly with the ACC 1 h DMGs, whereas the overlap between the ACC 4 weeks and CA1 1 h DMGs was only 29% (Fig. 4f and Supplementary Table 11) . These results indicate that the early DMR signature could be split into a memory consolidation and a memory maintenance component, with the former setting up the memory and the latter representing a mnemonic substrate ( Fig. 4f and Supplementary Table 11 ). As observed during cellular consolidation, not only neuronal, but also non-neuronal, cell types of the ACC were differentially methylated during systems consolidation, but lacked changes during memory maintenance ( Supplementary Fig. 27b,c) .
In general, learning and memory-related changes in DNAme correlate well with the known physical location of memory in time and space. Thus, DMRs in the hippocampal CA1 region are most prominent during the cellular consolidation phase and absent in the memory maintenance in almost all comparisons (N-C, N-CS; Fig. 4d and Supplementary Table 11 ). In the cortical ACC, DMR changes in the N-C comparison were largely restricted to the 1-h time point, as context exposure should only form short-term memory (Fig. 4e) . Conversely, the N-CS comparison resulted in strong changes at both time points (Fig. 4e) . Most impressive was the spatio-temporal correlation of associative memory (C-CS) with differential methylation, as changes were almost exclusively restricted to the neuronal CA1 at 1 h and the ACC at 4 weeks ( Fig. 5 and Supplementary Table 11) . Thus, in neurons, 1,137 DMGs (3,216 DMRs) were changed during cellular consolidation, whereas no DMGs could be detected during memory maintenance in the CA1 (Fig. 5a) . Conversely, in neurons, no DMGs were detected during systems consolidation (ACC 1 h), whereas 153 DMGs (365 DMRs) are associated with memory maintenance (ACC 4 weeks) (Fig. 5b) . Notably, few associative DMGs were detected in non-neuronal cells during cortical memory maintenance (ACC 4 weeks; Fig. 5b) . The spatio-temporal changes strongly support a dual role for DNAme, first in the formation of memory during cellular and systems consolidation and second as a mnemonic substrate during memory maintenance.
Functional DNAme changes on plasticity genes
To understand the functional role of methylation changes during memory acquisition and maintenance, we first assessed which categories of genes and pathways were affected. Differential methylation preferentially targets genes that confer cell type-specific functionality. Thus, neuron-specific genes ( Fig. 2 and Supplementary Table 5) were three-and fivefold more likely to contain DMRs than nonspecific genes during associative memory formation (C-CS, CA1 1 h) and maintenance (C-CS, ACC 4 weeks) (Supplementary Fig. 28a ). DNAme changes during associative cellular consolidation (C-CS, CA1 1 h) involved the hyper-methylation of ion-gated transmembrane channels as well as the hypo-methylation of many transcription factor genes, as evidenced by the enrichment of GO terms 'ion gated channel activity' and 'transcription regulatory region DNA binding' (Supplementary Fig. 28b-d) . In addition, DMGs were enriched in components of the CREB and PKA signaling cascade during associative cellular consolidation (Supplementary Fig. 28f ).
DMRs in associative memory maintenance (C-CS, ACC 4 weeks), on the other hand, comprised the hypo-methylation of many genes that are involved in cortical neuronal rewiring and phospholipid signaling. Thus, GO terms 'ephrin receptor signaling pathway' , 'main axon' , 'dendritic spine head' and 'postsynaptic density' support a role of differential methylation in modulating the expression of genes required for structural changes (Supplementary Fig. 28 ). In addition, DMRs in associative memory maintenance were enriched in genes of the CREB and PKA signaling cascades ( Supplementary Fig. 28 and Supplementary Data Set).
To be of functional consequence, differential methylation could regulate the expression and/or splicing of learning-and memoryrelated target genes 42, 43 . To compare gene expression and differential methylation, we performed RNA-seq analysis of unsorted cells during cellular consolidation (CA1 1 h) and cortical memory maintenance (ACC 4 weeks) after CFC (Supplementary Tables 2-3 and Supplementary Fig. 29 ). During cellular consolidation (CA1 1 h), 1,212 (N-C) and 915 (N-CS) genes changed their expression (Supplementary Table 2 and Supplementary Fig. 29a ), functionally altering the long-term potentiation and synaptic plasticity of neurons (N-CS; Supplementary Fig. 29d ). DEGs during cortical memory maintenance (ACC 4 weeks, N-C 2,980, N-CS 6,426) showed enrichment of similar categories, but were also enriched in the functional categories 'formation of cellular protrusions' and 'morphology of nervous system' (Supplementary Fig. 29a,d ). In addition, npg a r t I C l e S published RNA-seq data during associative systems consolidation (C-CS, mPFC 1 h) was included in the analysis 41 . Finally, the differential exon expression of genes (DEE) was analyzed, resulting in 160 (N-C) and 164 (N-CS) DEEs during cellular systems consolidation (CA1 1 h) and 2,681 (N-C) and 1,700 (N-CS) DEEs during memory maintenance (ACC 4 weeks) (Supplementary Tables 2-3 and Supplementary  Fig. 29b ). The analysis of the published systems consolidation RNA-seq data (ACC 1 h) did not provide any significant DEEs (P ≤ 0.1). Consistent with the assumption that DMRs could influence gene expression, we found a highly significant association of DNAme changes and differential gene expression during cellular consolidation, systems consolidation and cortical memory maintenance in neurons and non-neuronal cells (Fig. 6a-d) . Although some DEGs contain only one DMR, many contain several DMRs throughout the gene body and the promoter (Fig. 6a,b) . Thus, during cellular consolidation (CA1 1 h), 6% (N-C) and 10% (N-CS) of all DEGs were also differentially DNA methylated in neurons and/or non-neurons, displaying a 3.0-(N-C) and 3.4-fold (N-CS) enrichment over background (Fig. 6c) . During systems consolidation, 37% (N-C) and 49% (N-CS) of all DEGs also contained DMRs in neuronal and/ or non-neuronal cells (ACC 1 h), resulting in an enrichment of 2.6-(N-C) and 3.0-fold (N-CS) over background (Fig. 6c) . Similarly, the percentage of DMGs that were also differentially expressed during cortical memory maintenance was 24% (N-C) and 32% (N-CS), with an enrichment of 3.6-(N-C) and 2.1-fold (N-CS) over background (Fig. 6c) . Notably, the co-occurrence of the differential methylation and expression of genes was highly significant in all analyzed conditions (two-sided Fisher's exact test; Fig. 6d and Supplementary Table 12 ).
In addition, DMGs were significantly associated with differential exon usage of genes during cellular consolidation (CA1 1 h) and memory maintenance (ACC 4 weeks), corroborating a role for DNAme in the splicing of alternative transcript isoforms (Fig. 6e,  Supplementary Fig. 30a-c and Supplementary Table 12 ) 43 . Thus, during cellular consolidation (CA1 1 h), 18% (N-C) and 10% (N-CS) of all DEEs were also differentially DNA methylated in neurons and non-neurons, showing an enrichment of 6.8-(N-C) and 3.7-fold (N-CS) over background (Fig. 6e) . Accordingly, the percentage of DMGs containing DEEs during cortical memory maintenance was 14% (N-C) and 8% (N-CS), with an enrichment of 2.3-(N-C) and 2.9-fold (N-CS) over background (Fig. 6e right panel) . Again, the co-occurrence of the differential methylation and exon usage of genes was highly significant in all analyzed conditions (two-sided Fisher's exact test; Supplementary Fig. 30c and Supplementary Table 12) .
To understand the functional role of genes that are differentially expressed or spliced, as well as differentially methylated during learning, . Enrichment was calculated as the ratio of observed over expected genes per GO category. The magnitude of enrichment is displayed with colors ranging from white (no enrichment) to red (strong enrichment). Each column represents the enrichment of a significant GO term. The GO terms are summarized for clarity (see Supplementary Fig. 30e for the complete list).
npg a r t I C l e S we next assessed which categories of genes and pathways were affected. Genes that are differentially methylated and expressed during cellular consolidation in neurons (N-CS, CA1 1 h) regulate signal transduction processes, as evidenced by the enrichment of the GO categories 'intracellular signal transduction' and 'protein kinase activity' (Fig. 6f and Supplementary Fig. 30d-f ). In contrast with changes during cellular consolidation, genes that are differentially methylated and expressed during memory maintenance (N-CS, ACC 4 weeks) regulate the structural changes in dendrites and axons, as evidenced by the enrichment of the GO categories 'postsynaptic density' , 'dendrite' , 'axon' , and 'neuron spine' (Fig. 6f and Supplementary Fig. 30d-f) . Notably, genes that are differentially spliced and methylated during memory maintenance (N-CS, ACC 4 weeks) also seem to regulate axonal and dendritic morphology, as corroborated by the enrichment of the GO terms 'axon guidance' , 'synapse organization' , 'neuron spine' and 'growth cone' (Fig. 6f and Supplementary Fig. 30d-f) . These results might lay the molecular framework of how changes in DNAme could regulate learning and memory processes. The consolidation of memory is accompanied by the differential methylation of genes encoding for ion channels, TFs, and constituents of the CREB and PKA signaling cascades, all of which have been shown to contribute to the early phases of learning and memory processes 1 . During memory maintenance, DMRs targeting genes involved in axonal rewiring might be responsible for the formation of specific neuronal networks that constitute a memory trace [36] [37] [38] [39] . The differential methylation of these genes during the consolidation and maintenance of memory will most probably alter their concomitant transcription and splicing, resulting in the observed short-and/or long-term changes in cellular plasticity and the concomitant formation of memory.
DISCUSSION
In summary, our results provide insights into the role of chromatin modifications in learning and memory processes in two different brain regions, two cell populations and at three different time points. To allow for easy access to the data and results, we have deployed a dedicated web-server (http://memory-epigenome-browser.dzne.de). We found that DNAme changes correlated well with the spatiotemporal location of memory, were gene and CRM specific, were mostly found in neurons, and could be dynamic or stable. The analyzed HPTMs, on the other hand, showed global changes, but rather few region-specific changes. Although HPTM changes are most probably restricted to memory consolidation 6, 7, 35 , changes in DNAme appeared to have a dual role during the consolidation and the maintenance of memory. HPTM changes seemed to be largely decoupled from differential gene expression, with the notable exceptions of H3K79me3 during learning and H3K27ac after KCl stimulation, whereas DNAme changes were significantly correlated with the differential expression and splicing of genes.
The weak correlation between differential gene expression and the HPTM changes is intriguing; in general, HPTMs have a strong correlation with gene activity (expression) in developmental processes 17, 21, 22 . In principle, it is impossible to exclude the possibility that HPTM changes are very fast and outside of our time resolution. Moreover, the experiments might simply lack the sensitivity to detect small changes in a subset of the analyzed cell population, and the observed H3K79me3 (in vivo) and H3K27ac (in vitro) changes might strengthen this assumption. It should be noted, however, that we have a time resolution of up to 15 min while applying very sensitive analysis routines to the region-and cell type-specific data (from genome-wide to single-target gene analyses, from in vivo to in vitro).
Alternatively, global HPTM changes and the few observed regionspecific HPTM changes might simply point to a divergent functional role of HPTMs during neuronal signaling as compared to differentiation processes. Although differentiating cells change their chromatin modifications and gene expression programs more permanently, neuronal signaling during learning processes is defined by shortlived, pulse-like changes in gene expression. Thus, the correlation between HPTMs and gene expression might reflect the maintenance of cell identity by the stabilization of cell-determining generegulatory networks, but not fast and reversible changes in gene expression during neuronal signaling. On the other hand, the global increase in activity-and decrease in inactivity-related HPTMs in neuronal and non-neuronal cells during memory consolidation, a phenomenon we refer to as population priming, might reflect an enhanced formation of memories during a relatively brief time interval. In other words, population priming could constitute a cellular correlate of attention. Future experiments analyzing the spatiotemporal correlation between global HPTM changes and increased learning ability following an initial learning event could conclusively answer this question.
Chromatin modification changes, especially during memory consolidation, strongly suggest a functional role of non-neuronal cells during memory formation. Although the exact role of non-neuronal chromatin modification changes in learning and memory processes requires further investigation, it is quite unlikely that they represent a cellular correlate of memory, as their timing, specificity and location indicate otherwise 5 . Nevertheless, these results imply that chromatin modification changes are not necessarily of neuronal origin and provide further rationale for the cell type-specific analysis of chromatin modifications in the brain, especially in the emerging field of neuroepigenetics 4 .
Finally, the spatio-temporal correlation of DNAme with the physical location of memory, especially during associative learning, suggests that DNAme could indeed be a mnemonic substrate. To conclusively answer this question, it will be necessary to show that the cellular network that forms a memory trace is the source of the observed DNAme changes 5 . The analysis of DNAme and HPTM changes in genetically tagged memory-forming neurons could give final evidence for the existence of a chromatin modification trace of memory 44 . Inhibition of chromatin modification changes in these cellular networks should cause a concomitant loss of memory.
METhODS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper.
Accession codes. The raw data are available online (NCBI GEO GSE74971).
Note: Any Supplementary Information and Source Data files are available in the online version of the paper.
ONLINE METhODS
Behavioral experiments.
To investigate the molecular mechanisms governing learning, we make use of the very well defined contextual fear conditioning (CFC) paradigm with the slight modification that the animals were not subjected to the 'test' phase after training 13 . To this end, three-month-old male C56BL/6 mice were individually housed in standard conditions with a 12-h light/dark cycle and access to food and water ad libitum. All experiments were conducted in the morning. For training, animals were allowed to explore the context either for 180 s (group: Context -C) or 178 s followed by a 2 s constant 0.7 mA mild foot shock (group: Context Shock -CS) and later were housed back in cages. One group of C and CS animals was trained and sacrificed after 1 h, while another group of C and CS animals was sacrificed after 4 weeks of training. Animals that did not undergo CFC were used as naive controls. An extra group of mice was trained and tested for memory retrieval 4 weeks after context (C) or context shock (CS) exposure. The motion of mice was tracked and the percentage of freezing (no movement) was calculated using the Video Freeze automated monitoring system (Med Associates). All experiments were performed in the accordance with the animal protection law and were approved by the District Government of Niedersachsen (Lower Saxony), Germany. Data collection and analysis were not performed blind to the conditions of the experiments. Animals were randomly assigned to the experimental conditions. Throughout this study, three different cohorts of mice were subjected to CFC:
ChIP-and MeDIP-seq cohort. For cell type-specific ChIP-and MeDIPseq experiments (sections 1.3 to 1.5), tissue from 20 mice for each of the two biological replicates was pooled. We chose to pool 20 mice per biological replicate since chromatin modification changes were expected to be small, coming from a small population of memory-forming cells. Consequently, the statistical detection of chromatin modification changes required low variance data, which can be obtained by pooling many biological replicates. In theory, the variance of the estimator for the true distribution mean θ is given by where n p is the total number of pools, s e 2 represents the biological variation, s x 2 signifies the technical variation, r s denotes the number of individual samples that contribute to a pool, and r a is the number of sequenced samples for each pool (biological replicates) [45] [46] [47] . Given that r s > 1 in a pooled design the concomitant decrease in variance should lead to an increase in power to identify differentially expressed or modified regions. In addition, sample pooling reduces the general workload and monetary investment. Following the CFC paradigm animals were sacrificed and the CA1 and ACC regions were isolated (section 1.2) for subsequent nuclear sorting (section 1.3) and chromatin and DNA extraction (section 1.4 and 1.5). Chromatin from this cohort was also used for immunoblot (IB) analyses as described in section 1.9 and shown in Supplementary Figure 15 . RNA-seq cohort. For RNA-seq experiments (section 1.7), 5 mice per biological condition were used (5 groups, 1xN, 2xC, 2xCS) . In contrast to the ChIP-and MeDIP-seq cohort, the tissue for the RNA-seq experiments was not pooled and not subjected to cell type-specific sorting. Apart from expression profiling, tissue from the RNA-seq cohort of mice was used for IB analyses (section 1.9, Supplementary Fig. 14) .
qPCR cohort. For ChIP-qPCR experiments with high temporal resolution (section 1.6), we used 2 mice per group and 5 groups (1xN, 4xCS). Animals were sacrificed 0 min, 15 min, 30 min or 45 min after CFC.
Tissue isolation.
Animals were sacrificed by cervical dislocation and whole brain was isolated in ice-cold Dulbecco's Phosphate Buffered Salt (DPBS, PANbiotech GmbH) supplemented with EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche). The CA1 and ACC regions were isolated, snap frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at −80 °C. Enrichment of region specific marker genes was validated by RT-QPCR ( Supplementary Fig. 4, section 1.6 ).
Sorting of cell type-specific nuclei.
Once the tissues were collected, cell type-specific chromatin for NeuN positive neuronal cells (+) and the NeuN negative non-neuronal cells (−) was extracted adapting the BiTS protocol to mouse brain tissue 17, 18 . For each replicate, tissues from twenty (20) mice were pooled and nuclei were isolated. All steps except the formaldehyde crosslink were performed at 4 °C or on ice. In brief, frozen mouse tissue from 5 mice was homogenized using a micro-pestle in 500 µl of low sucrose buffer (0.32 M Sucrose, 10 mM HEPES pH 8.0, 5 mM CaCl 2 , 3 mM Mg(CH 3 COO) 2 , 0.1 mM EDTA, 0.1% Triton X-100, 1 mM DTT) and crosslinked with 1% formaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich F1635) for 5 min at room temperature. The reaction was quenched by adding glycine to 125 mM and incubating 5 more minutes. The nuclei were pelleted by centrifugation, re-suspended and homogenized in 3 mL of low sucrose buffer with protease inhibitors (Roche Complete) using a mechanical homogenizer (IKA T 10 basic ULTRA-TURRAX). The nuclei were purified through a sucrose cushion (10 mM HEPES pH 8, 1 M sucrose, 3 mM Mg(CH 3 COO) 2 , 1 mM DTT; 6 mL of cushion for 1,5 mL of lysate) by centrifugation (3,200 rcf for 10 min in Oak Ridge centrifuge tubes), resuspended in PBS, and aggregates were cleared by filtering through a 70 µm filter. The nuclei were stained with anti-NeuN mouse antibody (Millipore mab377) diluted 1:500 in PBS-T, (0,1% Tween 20 in PBS) with 5% BSA and 3% goat serum, incubating for 30 min at 4 °C. The nuclei were washed 4 times with PBS-T and stained for 15 min with anti-mouse Alexa 488 (Life Technologies) diluted 1:1,000. The nuclei were washed once with PBS-T and stored in PBS-T with 5% BSA until the sorting. After dissociation by passing the samples through a 26G needle 10 times, the nuclei were filtered (70 µm) right before sorting on a FACSAria II (BD Bioscience) into ice-cold conical tubes containing 1 mL of 5% BSA in PBS. The 'gate settings' for sorting were based on the size and density of unstained nuclei and both NeuN stained (NeuN+) and unstained (NeuN−) fractions were collected. The average purity of the sorted nuclei exceeded 95%, yielding highly cell type-specific material. The NeuN positive population contains every neuron expressing NeuN endogenously, which are primary excitatory neurons as well as interneurons. NeuN negative cells consist to a very large percentage of glial cells but also contain other cell types.
chIP-seq.
In order to accommodate for the limited amounts of chromatin we obtained from very small, cell type-specific, in vivo samples we optimized our ChIP, MeDIP, and library conditions for each chromatin modification individually. The optimized ChIP protocols show reliable enrichment of IPed areas with as little as 0.5-1 µg of chromatin as input (Supplementary Table 1) . For optimal results only ChIP-grade antibodies that were previously validated according to the Antibody Validation Database 48 were used. We would like to highlight that we only performed ChIP-seq experiments during the 1 h time point in the CA1 (cellular consolidation). In detail, sorted nuclei were pelleted by centrifugation at 3,200 rcf for 15 min, transferred to Diagenode shearing tubes and resuspended carefully in RIPA buffer (10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 8.0, 140 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1% Triton X-100, 0.1% sodium deoxycholate, 1% SDS and Roche Complete protease inhibitors). The samples were incubated 10 min at 4 °C and then sheared using a Bioruptor Plus (Diagenode; 4 times 5 cycles 30″ ON/OFF High power, spinning down the samples in between). The sheared chromatin was cleared by centrifugation at 16,000 rcf for 5 min, aliquoted in DNA low-binding tubes (Eppendorf), and snap-frozen for storing at −80 °C. The DNA from an aliquot was extracted and purified. The size of the DNA fragments was analyzed on an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies) using a High Sensitivity chip and the concentration was determined with the Qubit dsDNA HS Assay Kit (Life Technologies). The chromatin was diluted 10 times in IP buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8, 150 mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 20 mM EDTA, Roche Complete protease inhibitors) and pre-cleared with BSA-blocked protein A magnetic beads (Dynabeads, Invitrogen) for 1 h at 4 °C. The appropriate amount of chromatin was used for immunoprecipitation by the different antibodies (Supplementary Table 1) , by overnight incubation on a rotating wheel at 4 °C. Subsequently, 15 µL of BSA-blocked protein A magnetic beads were added to each sample and the mixture was incubated on a rotator at 4 °C for 2 h. The complexes were washed twice with IP buffer with 0.1% SDS, three times with Wash buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 500 mM LiCl, 1% NP-40, 1% sodium deoxycholate, 20 mM EDTA), once more with IP buffer and twice with TE. The beads were resuspended in 1 mM Tris pH 8 containing RNAse A (0.1 µg/µL, Qiagen) and incubated 30 min at 37 °C. The de-crosslinking was performed overnight at 65 °C with 1% SDS and proteinase K (0.5 µg/µL). The supernatant was transferred to a DNA low-binding tube and the beads were washed once more to increase the yield. The DNA was purified by SureClean (Bioline) precipitation in the presence of 15 µg of linear acrylamide (Ambion). The DNA pellet was washed twice with npg 70% ethanol, dried and re-suspended in Tris 10 mM pH 8. The DNA concentration was determined using Qubit dsDNA HS Assay Kit and the IP efficiency was validated by qPCR (section 1.6) on a minimum of 2 negative and 2 positive loci (Supplementary Table 9 ). For the library generation, we have established conditions to generate reliable and moreover quantifiable libraries from as little as 0.5 ng of input material (Supplementary Fig. 2 ) using the Diagenode MicroPlex Kit or NEBNext Ultra DNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina (New England BioLabs). After adaptor ligation, to avoid over-amplification, the number of amplification cycles was determined for each sample by a qPCR on a small aliquot. The libraries were purified by SureClean (Bioline) precipitation and resuspended in 10 mM Tris pH 8. DNA size was determined using a Bioanalyzer chip (DNA high sensitivity) and libraries were validated by qPCR (section 1.6). The sample concentration was measured with a Qubit dsDNA HS Assay Kit and adjusted to 2 nM before sequencing (50 bp) on a HiSeq 2000 (Illumina) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Table 1 , see also section 1.4). NeuN+ and NeuN-sorted nuclei were centrifuged at 3,200 rcf for 15 min at 4 °C and carefully resuspended in 200 µl of lysis buffer (10 mM Tris-Cl pH 7.5, 10 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 0.5% SDS, 100 µg Proteinase K) and incubated for 16 h at 65 °C. Genomic DNA was obtained using phenol-chloroform extraction and precipitated by adding 0.3 M sodium acetate pH 5.2 and 400 µl 100% Ethanol. The precipitated DNA was centrifuged at 20,000 rcf for 20 min at room temperature. The pellet was carefully washed once with 70% Ethanol and resuspended in 100 µl of TE buffer (10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA) with 20 µg/ml RNase A and incubated for 30 min at 37 °C followed by 1 h at 65 °C. The genomic DNA was sheared using a Bioruptor NGS (Diagenode) for 10 cycles (30 s ON, 30 s OFF) to an average size of 250 -300 bp and ~700 ng of the sheared DNA was used further for library preparation. Briefly, the DNA was end-repaired and A-tailed using NEBNext ChIP-Seq Library Prep Master Mix (NEB, E6240 kit) as described in the kit's protocol. Custom synthesized Illumina paired-end sequencing adaptors (Sigma-Aldrich) were ligated as mentioned in the NEB-E6240 kit protocol and 100 ng of the adaptor ligated DNA fragments (al-DNA) was used for immunoprecipitation using anti-5-methylcytosine (5mC) antibody as described earlier for MeDIP 49 . MeDIP DNA enrichment was assessed by qPCR using primers listed in Supplementary Table 9 (section 1.6). For the generation of MeDIP sequencing libraries, MeDIP and input samples were PCR amplified as described in the NEB-E6240 kit using 9 µl of DNA sample, 0.4 µl of custom synthesized TruSeq PCR primer cocktail with index-sequence (Sigma-Aldrich, 25 mM), and 9.4 µl of 2 × Phusion High-Fidelity PCR master mix (NEB-E6240 kit). The DNA was further purified from PCR mix using Agencourt AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter, A63880) Finally, MeDIP libraries were quality controlled (section 1.6) and sequenced as described in section 1.4.
Quantitative PcR (qPcR).
As we couldn't detect any HPTM changes in the CA1 1 h after CFC, we decided to look at earlier time points studying the immediate early (IE) response to CFC with fine-grained time resolution (Supplementary  Fig. 23) . We isolated the CA1 and the DG regions from 10 mice: 2 naive mice and 8 mice exposed to context shock as previously described (sections 1.1 and 1.2). 2 mice were sacrificed immediately after CFC (0′), 2 after 15′, 2 after 30′ and the last 2 after 45′. The CA1 regions were processed for ChIP-qPCR for H3K27ac and H3K9ac as previously described (section 1.4, Supplementary Table 1) but without nuclei sorting and using one mouse per IP. qPCR was performed using SYBR Green I Master mix (Roche) with custom primers (Sigma-Aldrich, Supplementary Table 9 ) on a LightCycler 480 system (Roche). For each mouse, dentate gyri from both hemispheres (left and right) were processed separately, one was used for RNA extraction and RT-qPCR and the other one for H3K27ac, H3K9ac and H4K12ac ChIP-qPCR. We checked H4K12ac in addition to the marks used in the rest of the study, as this mark was also described to increase on immediate early genes promoters after CFC 20 . We performed RT-qPCR on 2 IE gene mRNAs that show a strong increase in expression 1 h after context shock exposure. Furthermore, RT-qPCR was used to assess the specificity of the tissue isolation (section 1.2, Supplementary Fig. 4) . RNA was isolated using Tri Reagent (Sigma) according to manufacturer's protocol. RNA was treated with 2U of DNase I for 20 min at 37 °C, extracted using phenol-chloroform, and resuspended in water before being converted to cDNA using the Transcriptor High Fidelity cDNA synthesis kit (Roche Applied Science). The RT-qPCR was performed using primers from the Universal Probe Library (Roche) for specific genes. Data was normalized to hypoxanthine guanine phosphoribosyl transferase (Hprt) mRNA levels. qPCR was also used to assess the enrichment of ChIP and MeDIP experiments and to validate the integrity of sequencing libraries. Finally, qPCR was used to validate some of the differentially methylated regions identified by MeDIP-seq analysis. We chose some DMRs induced in the ACC 1 h after CFC and designed primers in the middle of the MeDIP peaks ( Supplementary  Fig. 25 ). 2 nM MeDIP libraries were diluted 1:50 and 5 µL of DNA was used into 15 µL PCR reaction. The data was analyzed using pyQPCR (pyqpcr.sourceforge. net) with absolute quantification using dilution of inputs as standard samples.
1.7 RnA-seq. RNA was isolated as described in section 1.6. Libraries were prepared using the TruSeq RNA Sample Preparation v2 kit (Illumina). The library quality was checked using an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer and a Qubit dsDNA HS Assay Kit. Sequencing was performed as described in section 1.4.
cRm validation in zebrafish.
In order to biologically validate the CRMs we predicted, we took advantage of the the Zebrafish Enhancer Detector (ZED) vector system 50 . The zebrafish wildtype strain AB was used in all experiments. All embryos were kept at 28.5 °C in E3 media (5 mM NaCl, 0.17 mM KCl, 0.33 mM CaCl 2 , 0.33 mM MgSO 4 ) supplemented with 10 −5 % methylene blue and were staged according to Kimmel 51 . All experiments were performed in accordance with animal protection standards of the Ludwig-Maximilians University Munich and were approved by the government of Upper Bavaria (Regierung von Oberbayern, Munich, Germany).
To validate enhancer regions, we randomly chose 30 sequences from the 60,544 predicted enhancers, 15 sequences from the CA1 and 15 from the ACC. Then, 300 bp regions were selected based on the conservation between mouse and zebrafish. Selected predicted enhancer sequences were synthesized flanked by attL sites and cloned into the pMK-RQ vector (GeneArt). Using LR clonase (Gateway) enhancer sequences were cloned into the ZED vector containing attR sites in front of the gata2a promoter that drives expression of GFP (kind gift of Jose´ Bessa 50 ). Successful integration of the enhancer sequence could be confirmed by analytical digest (loss of BglII site).
Zebrafish were injected with 2-4 pl of 25 ng/µl plasmid DNA of ZED vector containing the respective enhancer sequence to be validated at the 1 cell stage. Injected eggs and controls were cultured at 28 °C in E3 buffer until analysis. Injected larvae (both males and females, indifferently) were analyzed for transient expression of the dsRed reporter in somites and GFP expression driven by the cloned enhancer element at 2 and 5 days post fertilization (dpf). Larvae were anesthetized with Tricaine (0.016% w/v) and mounted in 3% methylcellulose on coverslips. Fluorescent images were taken using an LSM710 META inverted confocal microscope (Zeiss) and assembled in Photoshop 8.0 (Adobe Systems). GFP-positive cells that had a clear neuronal shape or were located in the CNS were scored as neuronal. The enhancer element was scored as non-neuronal if GFP was expressed in non-neuronal cells in at least 20 injected embryos. Fig. 14) or cell type-specific chromatin (Supplementary Fig. 15 ) to assess if we could detect global changes for our set of 6 HPTMs. Global changes in CA1 regions were investigated in three-month-old male C56BL/6 mice using 5 mice per biological condition (N, C, CS in the CA1 at 1 h). The IB analyses on cell type-specific chromatin were derived from the previously described chromatin of 20 pooled mice per replicate (sections 1.1 to 1.4). Mouse brain regions (CA1 and ACC) were thawed and processed to enrich nuclear proteins. They were homogenized using a micro-pestle in 200 µl TX buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1% Nonidet P40, 0.05% SDS) and protease inhibitor (Complete, Roche). After 10 min incubation on a rotating wheel, they were centrifuged for 10 min at 400 rcf. Supernatant was discarded and the pellet was washed with TX buffer (with protease inhibitors) and lysed in TX buffer with 1% SDS by 5 min incubation on a rotating wheel. The samples were then sheared in a Bioruptor (Diagenode) for 15 min (30 s on/off cycle), cleared by centrifugation for 10 min at 9,300 rcf and the supernatant (enriched nuclear proteins) was collected. Protein concentration was measured using Pierce BCA Protein assay kit according to manufacturer instructions in a clear bottom 96 well micro-plate. Absorbance was measured at 562 nm on a TECAN plate reader. After denaturation npg at 95 °C for 5 min, 4 µg of proteins were run in a pre-casted Bolt Bis-Tris 12% gel (Novex, Life technologies) in reducing condition in MES-SDS buffer (200V for 35 min). The proteins were transferred to nitrocellulose membrane (pore size 0.2 µm; GE Healthcare) at 50V for 90 min in cold 1X Tris-glycine transfer buffer with 20% methanol. The membrane was blocked in TBS 0.1% Tween 20 (TBST) with 5% BSA for 1 h (room temperature) and incubated with primary antibody (H4, Abcam ab31830, 1/5,000; H3 Abcam ab1791, 1/10,000; H3K4me3, Abcam ab8580, 1/1,000; H3K27ac, Abcam ab4729, 1/1,000; H3K9ac, Millipore 07-352, 1/1,000; H4K12ac, Millipore 07-595, 1/1,000; H4K5ac, Millipore 07-327, 1/1,000; H3K27me3Abcam ab6002, 1/1,000) overnight at 4 °C. After 3 washes in TBST, the membrane was incubated with the secondary antibody (IRDyeR 1/10,000, LI-COR) for 1 h at room temperature. After 3 additional washes, the membrane was imaged on an Odyssey CLX imaging system (LI-COR). Images were acquired with a resolution of 84 µm and 'high quality' settings in 700 nm and 800 nm channels and the signal was quantified using Image Studio (LI-COR). Alternatively, IBs were performed using sheared chromatin from sorted nuclei (see sections 1.1 to 1.4) (Supplementary Fig. 15 ). The chromatin was diluted in RIPA buffer with 0.1% SDS and incubated at 99 °C for 10 min. Subsequently, loading buffer was added and the samples were further processed as described for the nuclear protein lysate (see above) using 100 ng of chromatin (measuring DNA) per well.
Immunoblotting (IB). We used IB on whole CA1 regions (Supplementary
2.1 cell type-specific chromatin modification data. This section and those that follow it, describing the computational analyses used in this work, are ordered chronologically according to the first appearance of the methods in the main text. This structure is also reflected in the titles of the five subsections 2.1 to 2.5, which correspond to the section headers in the text of the main manuscript.
2.1.1 ChIP-, MeDIP-and RNA-seq pre-processing and quality control. As a first step, ChIP-, MeDIP-, and RNA-seq data was subjected to an in-house quality control workflow. Read quality was assessed using FastQC 52 (v0.10.1) to identify sequencing cycles with low average quality, adaptor contamination, or repetitive sequences from PCR amplification. Alignment quality was analyzed using samtools flagstat 53 (v0.1.18) with default parameters. Data quality was visually inspected in a genome browser at http://memory-epigenome-browser.dzne.de. Furthermore, we assessed if samples were sequenced deep enough by analyzing the average per base coverage and the saturation correlation for all samples using the MEDIPS R package 54 (section 2.4.2). The saturation function splits each library in fractions of the initial number of reads (10 subsets of equal size) and plots the convergence. The correlation between biological replicates was evaluated using Pearson correlation (function MEDIPS.correlation). By using MEDIPS R objects for all samples, the principal components were plotted based on the read density distribution of each sample to assure that samples cluster into their respective biological groups (for example, for chromatin modification, cell type, brain region) (Supplementary Fig. 3 ). This analysis was conducted using the PCA function of the FactoMineR R package and the PCA plotting function of Oasis 55 . ChIP-seq peak enrichment was assessed by calculating normalized strand cross correlation (NSC) and relative strand cross correlation (RSC) coefficients using the in-house R package 'chequeR' . In general, good quality libraries have an NSC>1.05 and an RSC>0.8 although these values also depend on the analyzed modification or histone 56 . Only data passing all quality standards was used for further analyses (Supplementary Table 3) .
Read alignment.
The alignment of deep sequencing reads to the mouse genome can be split into three parts, the alignment of ChIP-, MeDIP-and RNA-seq data.
ChIP-seq data was aligned to the mouse NCBI genome version 38 using Bowtie2 (ref. 57) (v2.0.2). Reads were first aligned using default parameters allowing for 2 mismatches using seed alignment. In more detail, Bowtie2 (v2.0.2) first searches for end-to-end 0-mismatch alignments and end-to-end 1-mismatch alignments and subsequently performs a seed-based alignment with 2 mismatches. For true multi-map reads that align to multiple regions with the same score, only a single alignment was returned. The obtained Sequence Alignment/Map (SAM) files were converted into sorted Binary Alignment/Map (BAM) files using the samtools suite 53 . Subsequently reads were filtered using two alternative options, high quality uni-and multi-mapped reads and (ii) good quality uni-mapped reads (see also bowtie2 MAPQ). (i) High quality uniquely and multi-mapped reads were obtained by filtering out reads with low quality (MAPQ ! = {0, 2, 3, 4}) (Supplementary Table 3) . (ii) Good quality uniquely mapped reads were obtained by filtering out reads with MAPQ scores {0, 1} (Supplementary Table 3 ).
This step removes all true multi-map reads (reads that align to several genomic locations with the same score).
Throughout the manuscript ChIP data was analyzed using high quality uniand muli-mapped reads (i). In addition, data in section 2.3.2 was also analyzed using good quality uniquely mapped reads (ii). We opted to include high-quality multimapped reads in our analyses as the comparison of peak calling and differential HPTM analyses using uni-and multimapped reads or only uniquely mapped reads showed very few differences (see also next section for further rationale).
MeDIP-seq data was aligned to the mouse NCBI genome version 38 using Bowtie2 57 (v2.0.2). Reads were first aligned using default parameters allowing for 2 mismatches using seed alignment. In more detail, Bowtie2 (v2.0.2) first searches for end-to-end 0-mismatch alignments and end-to-end 1-mismatch alignments and subsequently performs a seed-based alignment with 2 mismatches. The obtained Sequence Alignment/Map (SAM) files were converted into sorted Binary Alignment/Map (BAM) files using the samtools suite 53 . Subsequently, aligned reads were filtered for high quality uniquely and multi-mapped reads (MAPQ ! = {0, 2, 3, 4}) (Supplementary Table 3) .
We would like to emphasize that we specifically opted to consider uniquely mapped and high quality multi-mapped reads in the analysis of MeDIP data for two main reasons. First, high quality multi-mapped reads constitute valid DNA methylated regions and should as such be considered. Second, more than half of DNA methylation reads fall into intergenic regions, many of which are repetitive (Supplementary Table 3) .
RNA-seq data was aligned to the genome using gapped alignment as RNA transcripts are subject to splicing and reads might therefore span two distant exons. Reads were aligned to the whole Mus musculus mm10 genome using STAR aligner 58 (2.3 .0e_r291) with default options, generating mapping files (BAM format). Read counts for all genes and all exons (Ensembl annotation v72) were obtained using FeaturesCount (http://bioinf.wehi.edu.au/featureCounts/).
For data visualisation, BAM files were converted into WIG and BigWig files using the MEDIPS 'MEDIPS.exportWIG' function with a window of 50bp and RPM normalization. Subsequently, BigWig files were uploaded to a custom genome browser at http://memory-epigenome-browser.dzne.de (see section 2.6).
Known cell type-specific gene list.
In order to assess the cell type-specificity of the data we manually extracted and annotated a set of neuron and nonneuron specific genes by using publically available data 23, 24 and in-house RNA-seq information (Supplementary Table 4) . Cell type-specific genes were used for the analyses of cell type-specificity using aggregate gene plots (2.1.4), precision and recall calculations (2.1.5), and finally for the genome-wide prediction of cell type-specific genes (2.2.1).
We would like to state that this list is not exhaustive, as it does not contain all known neuron-and non-neuron-specific genes in the brain. This is also reflected in the prediction of known neuron-specific genes that were not included in our compiled list (Supplementary Fig. 9 , and Supplementary Tables 4 and 5).
Aggregate plots.
Aggregate gene plots were created using a modified version of ngs.plot 59 using a moving window of width 5 (−MW 5) to smooth the average profiles, trimming 1% of extreme values on both ends (−RB 0.01) and using 5kb flanking regions (−L 5000). A 95% confidence interval was included into the aggregate gene plots to estimate sample variance and significance. To classify genes according to their expression levels ( Supplementary Figs. 7  and 17) , we calculated the RPKM values for the genes of the used RNA-seq data (section 2.1.2) from naive samples (CA1 and ACC). For non-expressed genes we considered all the genes with zero read counts in all the samples. Genes with an average RPKM between 1 and 5 were considered as low expressed genes, genes with 5 to 30 RPKM were considered as medium expressed genes and genes with RPKM higher than 30 were considered as high expressed genes. Aggregate plots from Supplementary Figure 6 were computed using known cell-type specific genes (section 2.1.3).
Precision and recall calculations for cell type-specific expression predictions.
In order to identify whether chromatin modifications can predict cell type-specific gene activity, we calculated the precision and the recall for each chromatin modification based on a set of known neuron and non-neuron specific genes (2.1.3, Supplementary Fig. 8 ). To this end, read counts from naive samples (CA1 and ACC) on transcriptional start sites (−1,500 to +1,500 bp, H3K4me3 and H3K27ac) or gene bodies (TSS to TES, H3K79me3, H3K4me1, H3K27me3, and DNAme) were compared using DEseq2 (ref. 60) . Regions with less than 20 reads in total (for all the compared samples) were filtered out and the fitType "mean" was used. Precision and recall were calculated according to their usual definitions: Precision = TP/(TP + FP) and Recall = TP/(TP + FN).
True positives (TP), false negatives (FN), and false positives (FP) were calculated based on the observed direction of fold change and the respective known gene annotation (as neuronal or non-neuronal). For active chromatin modifications, genes with significant (FDR < 0.05) positive fold changes (neuronal reads > non-neuronal reads) were annotated as neuronal genes and genes showing significant negative fold changes (neuronal reads < non-neuronal reads) were annotated as non-neuronal genes. Thereby, a significant positive fold change in a known neuron-specific gene was considered a TP. A significant positive fold change in an annotated non-neuron-specific gene was considered a FP. A significant negative fold change in an annotated non-neuron-specific gene and genes with no significant changes were considered TN (true negatives) using neuronal data. In the case of repressive chromatin modifications (H3K27me3 and DNAme) the opposite correlation was expected. It is important to note that H3K9ac was not included in precision and recall calculations, as well as in prediction of genes (2.2.1) and CRMs (2.2.4) as it was added to the study relatively late.
cell-type specific gene and regulatory module activity. 2.2.1 Prediction of novel cell-type specifically expressed genes.
Given the predictive power of the individual chromatin modifications (2.1.5), cell-type specific gene expression was predicted genome-wide from naive neuronal and non-neuronal data of the CA1 and ACC. DNA methylation was not used due to its low classification performance (Supplementary Fig. 8 ). These predictions are not exclusive, meaning that genes are preferentially expressed in one cell type over the other but are not exclusively expressed in one cell-type. For the comparison of neuronal and non-neuronal data for each chromatin modification a matrix with the read counts for TSSs or gene bodies was created. Subsequently, DEseq2 (ref. 60 ) was used to identify statistically significant differential coverage between neuronal and non-neuronal signal. As mentioned in section 2.1.5, the region around the TSS (−1,500, +1,500) was used to compare H3K27ac and H3K4me3 ChIP-seq data, and the full gene body was used for H3K79me3, H3K27me3 and H3K4me1. The results were filtered for an FDR < 0.05, a |logFC| > 1, and a mean coverage > 50. For all comparisons neuronal data was considered as treatment and non-neuronal data as control. Consequently, a positive fold change for activity-related modifications indicates increased gene activity in neurons. To assess cell type-specificity we used a heuristic best-out-of-three classifier. To be classified as neuronal gene (meaning more active in neurons than in non-neurons), at least three chromatin modifications have to show statistically significant enrichment (or depletion for H3K27me3) in neuronal data as compared to non-neuronal data. Furthermore, the residual two chromatin modifications should not show enrichment in non-neuronal data.
Functional gene enrichment analysis.
For the identification of enriched functional terms in sets of genes WebGestalt 61 and QIAGEN's Ingenuity Pathway Analysis -IPA were used. In general, we only considered gene lists for functional analysis that contained at least 15 different genes. For WebGestalt, each set of genes was analyzed in the WebGestalt web-service by uploading the corresponding gene IDs. GO category enrichment (adjusted p-value = 0.1) was assessed by calculating the fold-change between the observed and the expected number of genes of a given GO category. Raw WebGestalt files can be examined in the Supplementary Data Set. Functional enrichment analyses with IPA 'Core Analysis' module were conducted using default parameters. Multi-sample comparisons were conducted using the IPA 'Comparison Analysis' module with default settings.
To allow for an easy comparison of different biological conditions, results were grouped and visualized using heatmaps (Figs. 3 and 6 , and Supplementary  Figs. 10 and 28-30) . Heatmaps that display WebGestalt GO term enrichment are limited to GO levels 3 (more general terms) and 6 (more specific terms) to simplify the already complex heatmaps. Detailed information on all GO levels per analysis can be found in the Supplementary Data Set.
Analysis of neuronal cell culture data.
To examine changes in histone modifications before and after KCl stimulation of primary neuronal cell culture, published data was downloaded and analyzed ( Fig. 3 and Supplementary  Figs. 19-22) 28, 29 . This experiment elicits a strong depolarization of almost all analyzed neurons, eliminating sensitivity issues arising due to few active cells in vivo. This data set contains ChIP-seq for H3K4me1, H3K4me3, H3K27ac and H3K27me3 from cultured neuronal cells before and after KCl stimulation (see section 2.3). SRA files from GEO data sets GSE21161 and GSE60192 were downloaded, converted into csfasta format (fastq-dump) and aligned to the NCBI genome version 38 using Bowtie (v1.1.1) with color space mapping (-C) and allowing for 1 mismatch in end-to-end alignment (-m 1). Moreover, we used the ChIP-seq enhancer data of the transcription factors CBP, Npas4 and CREB to build the training data set for the CRM detection (see section 2.2.4).
Prediction of CRMs.
Active cell type-specific CRMs were predicted using a modified random forest classifier 'RFECS' 62 and naive chromatin modification data. Since RFECS is a supervised machine learner it requires a training data set to learn the parameters for future classification. Due to the lack of genome-wide CRM, transcription factor binding, and chromatin modification data in murine brain, published primary neuronal cell culture data for key transcription factors (TFs) and chromatin modifications was used (2.2.3) 28, 29 .
Training data set. In order to build positive and negative CRM sets for RFECS training (parameter estimation) published cell culture data for TFs (CBP, Npas4 and CREB) and chromatin modifications (H3K4me1, H3K4me3, H3K27ac and H3K27me3) was used.
A high confidence positive CRM set was created by selecting regions in the mouse genome that were bound by at least one TF and additionally contained a peak for either H3K27ac or H3K4me1. In more detail, the binding location of each TF was downloaded in bed format and converted to mm10 coordinates (liftover tool at UCSC website -https://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgLiftOver). Only TF binding sites larger than 200 bp were considered for further analysis and TF binding sites within a distance of 1,000 bases were merged. Chromatin modification peaks for H3K27ac and H3K4me1 were obtained using MACS2 (peak score exceeding 10) and the peak summits were extended by 1,000 bases in each direction. Subsequently, H3K27ac and H3K4me1 peaks in close genomic proximity (<1,000 bases) were merged, obtaining a total of 30,700 chromatin modification-enriched regions. Next, we selected for enriched chromatin modification regions that were overlapping with TF binding sites by at least one base, resulting in a list of 2101 putative CRMs. We then removed all regions closer than 5,000 bases from any H3K4me3 peak or TSS, obtaining 762 regions that were used as the high-confidence CRMs (positive training data set).
In addition to the set of high-confidence CRMs a set of genomic locations that do not represent CRMs was compiled. For this, H3K4me3 peaks (active promoters) and annotated TSS regions (+/− 500 bp around) were combined (115,988 regions). From these, all the regions overlapping with a TF binding site were removed (113398 promoter regions). Additionally, random genomic regions that do not overlap with TF binding sites (+/− 5,000 bases) and match the size distribution and number of positive CRMs were selected using bedtools shuffle (random regions). The final negative data set was created by randomly selecting 10% of the promoter regions and all of the random regions, resulting in a set of 14,879 high-confidence non-CRM regions.
Training, prediction and validation. The machine learner was trained using the sets of positive and negative CRMs and neuronal histone modification data in bed format from the ACC of naive mice. Using a window size of 2,000 bases a prediction model with 65 trees was built 62 . Predictions were validated by overlapping the predicted sites with H3K27ac peaks and H3K4me1 peaks. Predictions in HK4me3 and TSS regions were considered false positives and were used for sensitivity/specificity calculations (Supplementary Fig. 11 ). For the final CRM set these regions were manually excluded.
Genomic annotation of predicted regions (CRMs).
The annotation of CRMs with genomic regions was performed using the bedtools intersection function comparing the CRM locations in bed format to a genome annotation bed file 63 . The mouse genome annotation bed file was extracted from UCSC tables (http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTables) using the Ensembl mm10 genome annotation. Individual bed files were downloaded for whole transcripts (from TSS to TES), exons, introns, 3′-UTRs, and 5′-UTRs. As a first approximation, CRMs were annotated as intra-or intergenic. Intragenic regions are defined as overlapping with annotated genes including a promoter region (−1,000 to 0 bases from the TSS). Intragenic regions were further annotated for overlap with genic features such as the promoter, 5′-UTR, exon, intron, or 3′-UTR. Intergenic regions were annotated to the closest gene and the distance was recorded.
For the enrichment analysis the set of results was shuffled randomly using the 'bedtools shuffle' function over the entire genome 63 . This process was repeated for 10,000 iterations and the significance was estimated using the fraction of random
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The results for each data set were combined using the 'Comparative Analysis' tool from IPA and exported as csv file. Comparative IPA and WebGestalt analyses containing enrichment p-values were post-processed using R (heatmap.2 function) to plot hierarchical clustering heatmaps (Supplementary Figs. 28-30) .
Differentially expressed genes.
The processing and quality control of the RNA-seq data were performed as described in section 2.1.1 ( Supplementary  Fig. 29 ). Read counts were generated using FeaturesCount and naive (N), context only (C), and context shock (CS) samples were compared using DESeq2 60 . Genes with a p-value = 0.05 were considered to be differentially expressed (Supplementary Table 2 and Supplementary Table 12 ). It is noteworthy that one of the 5 CA1 samples from the CS1h group was excluded from the analysis as it was considered an outlier.
Differentially expressed exons (differential exon usage).
Read counts for each exon (Ensembl annotation GRCh38.74) were generated using FeaturesCount and naive (N), context only (C), and context shock (CS) samples were compared using DEXSeq (Supplementary Fig. 29 ) 66 . Exons with a p-value = 0.1 were considered to be differentially expressed (Supplementary Tables 2 and 12) .
DMR gene expression comparison.
The differential methylation of promoter or genic regions might alter the expression and the splicing of, respectively 42, 43 . In order to assess if the detected learning-related DMRs could functionally alter gene expression, DEGs (2.5.2) and DEEs (2.5.3; Supplementary Tables 2 and 12, and Supplementary Figs. 29 and 30) were overlapped with the DMGs (Fig. 6 and Supplementary Fig. 30 ) and the statistical enrichment of their association was assessed using a right-tailed Fisher's Exact Test. In addition to our data, we included published gene expression changes during systems consolidation (C-CS, ACC 1 h) in our analyses 41 . The functional analysis (WebGestalt GO enrichment) of the overlap between DMGs and DEGs or DMGs and DEEs was combined in a hierarchically clustered heatmap (Fig. 6f, and Supplementary  Fig. 30 , see sections 2.2.2 and 2.5.1).
Data access.
The raw data are available online (NCBI GEO GSE74971). Alternatively, data and results can be browsed and downloaded using a dedicated genome browser at http://memory-epigenome-browser.dzne.de. The browser supports complex searches for tissue (CA1, ACC), cell type (neurons, non-neurons), time-point (naive, 1 h, 4 weeks), and chromatin modification. It is possible to visualize both data (RNA-seq, ChIP-seq, MeDIP-seq read tracks) as well as results (for example, CRM and DMR predictions). In addition, the browser supports data download in various formats (GFF, BED and BigWig) and the upload of custom data.
A Supplementary methods checklist is available.
